Job Description

Team: Digital Economy Research Center, Ping An Technology
Title: Research Analyst
Location: Shenzhen / Hong Kong / Shanghai
Type: Full time

Responsibilities:
The aim of the team is to apply cutting edge techniques to economic and investment research for both internal and external clients. The candidate’s main focus will be:
- Collaborating with in-house scientists to exploit AI applications in economic and investment research
- Apply scientific techniques and develop complex models to address key business problems
- Developing investment strategies and products with the help of investment team
- Communicating research findings to senior stakeholders

Requirements:
- Educated at top schools with a PhD degree in economics, finance, management science or data science
- Experience in empirical research with solid knowledge of machine learning and big data
- Excellent programming skills (e.g., python/R/Java)
- Excellent communication skills to convey complex/abstract ideas clearly
- A self-starter who can manage workflow without clear instructions

Contact:
Miss Zhu
ZHUBING656@pingan.com.cn

About Ping An Group

Ping An Insurance (Group) Company of China, Ltd. ("Ping An") is a world-leading technology-powered retail financial services group. With over 210 million retail customers and 560 million Internet users, Ping An is one of the largest financial services companies in the world.

Ping An has two over-arching strategies, "pan financial assets" and "pan health care", which focus on the provision of financial and health care services through our integrated financial services platform and our five ecosystems of financial services, health care, auto services, real estate services and smart city services. Our "finance + technology" and "finance + ecosystem" strategies aim to provide customers and internet users with innovative and simple products and services using technology. As China's first joint stock insurance company, Ping An is committed to upholding the highest standards of corporate reporting and corporate governance. The Group is listed on the stock exchanges in Hong Kong and Shanghai.

In 2020, Ping An ranked 7th in the Forbes Global 2000 list and ranked 21st in the Fortune Global 500 list. Ping An also ranked 38th in the 2020 WPP Kantar Millward Brown BrandZTM Top 100 Most Valuable Global Brands list. For more information, please visit www.pingan.cn.

About Ping An Digital Economic Research Center

Ping An Digital Economic Research Center utilizes more than 50 TB high frequency data points, more than 30 years of historical data and more than 1.5 billion data points to drive research on the "AI + Macro Forecast" and provide insights and methods towards precise macroeconomic trends.
Job Description

Team: AI Investment Team, Digital Economy Research Center, Ping An Technology
Title: AI Investment Analyst
Location: Shenzhen / Hong Kong / Shanghai
Type: Full time

Responsibilities:
The aim of the team is to apply cutting edge techniques to quantitative solutions and ultimately generate alpha for both internal and external clients. The candidate’s main focus will be:
● Developing new quantitative strategies back to front (stocks, fixed income, FoF)
● Collaborating with in-house scientists to exploit latest development in AI and its applications
● Communicating research findings to senior stakeholders

Requirements:
● Educated at top schools with a degree in a quantitative discipline (e.g. math, physics, CS or engineering)
● Solid programming skills (e.g., python/R/Java)
● Experience in quantitative trading/research or model development/optimization
● Knowledge of deep learning
● Excellent communication skills to convey complex/abstract ideas clearly (both English and Chinese)
● A self-starter who can manage workflow without clear instructions

Contact:
Miss Zhu
ZHUBING656@pingan.com.cn

About Ping An Group

Ping An Insurance (Group) Company of China, Ltd. ("Ping An") is a world-leading technology-powered retail financial services group. With over 210 million retail customers and 560 million Internet users, Ping An is one of the largest financial services companies in the world.

Ping An has two over-arching strategies, “pan financial assets” and “pan health care”, which focus on the provision of financial and health care services through our integrated financial services platform and our five ecosystems of financial services, health care, auto services, real estate services and smart city services. Our “finance + technology” and “finance + ecosystem” strategies aim to provide customers and internet users with innovative and simple products and services using technology. As China’s first joint stock insurance company, Ping An is committed to upholding the highest standards of corporate reporting and corporate governance. The Group is listed on the stock exchanges in Hong Kong and Shanghai.

In 2020, Ping An ranked 7th in the Forbes Global 2000 list and ranked 21st in the Fortune Global 500 list. Ping An also ranked 38th in the 2020 WPP Kantar Millward Brown BrandZTM Top 100 Most Valuable Global Brands list. For more information, please visit www.pingan.cn.

About Ping An Digital Economic Research Center

Ping An Digital Economic Research Center utilizes more than 50 TB high frequency data points, more than 30 years of historical data and more than 1.5 billion data points to drive research on the “AI + Macro Forecast” and provide insights and methods towards precise macroeconomic trends.